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� Various big data have been applied to
tourism research, making a great
improvement.

� A comprehensive review on different
types of big data in tourism is
presented.

� Carrying different information,
different types address different
tourism issues.

� Each type's research focuses, data
characteristics and analytic tools are
analyzed.

� The corresponding major challenges
and further directions are further
investigated.
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Even at an early stage, diverse big data have been applied to tourism research and made an amazing
improvement. This paper might be the first attempt to present a comprehensive literature review on
different types of big data in tourism research. By data sources, the tourism-related big data fall into
three primary categories: UGC data (generated by users), including online textual data and online photo
data; device data (by devices), including GPS data, mobile roaming data, Bluetooth data, etc.; transaction
data (by operations), including web search data, webpage visiting data, online booking data, etc. Carrying
different information, different data types address different tourism issues. For each type, a systematical
analysis is conducted from the perspectives of research focuses, data characteristics, analytic techniques,
major challenges and further directions. This survey facilitates a thorough understanding of this sunrise
research and offers valuable insights into its future prospects.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Management, Beihang Uni-
0191, China.
1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer science and Internet
techniques, massive-scale data in both structured and unstructured
styles are generated, recorded, stored and accumulated, forming
the big data and opening a new age (Kambatla, Kollias, Kumar, &
Grama, 2014). In such a big data era, a variety of big data,
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together with the conceptual and technological innovations, have
been used in extensive areas of science, engineering, healthcare,
management, business, tourism, etc. (Hashem et al., 2015). How-
ever, there has not existed a uniform definition of big data yet, with
different researchers giving a variety of definitions. A famous and
original definition is the 3V, which characterizes big data as Volume,
Variety and Velocity (Laney, 2001). Gantz and Reinsel (2011)
extended the 3 V's definition to a 4 V's concept, by introducing
Value to highlight the validity and usefulness of big data. Even
though controversial in definition, big data and big data technol-
ogies have made great contributions to improving scientific re-
searches, with tourism research as an emerging, typical example.

Even at an early stage, a rich mine of tourism-related big data
have been generated from three primary sourcesdusers, devices and
operations. First, the Internet has fostered a rapid rise in social me-
dia, offering a capacious platform to spread user-generated content
(UGC) data (in terms of texts, photos, etc.) (Xiang, Du, Ma, & Fan,
2017). Second, due to the vigorous development of Internet of
things (IoT), diverse sensor devices have been developed and
employed to track touristmovements and environmental conditions,
providing considerable spatial-temporal big data (such as global
position system (GPS) data, mobile roaming data, Bluetooth data,
etc.) (Shoval & Ahas, 2016). Third, tourism is a complex system
covering a series of operations (i.e., transactions, activities or events
in tourism market) such as web searching, webpage visiting, online
booking & purchasing, etc., thus producing the corresponding
transaction data of web search data, webpage visiting data, online
booking data etc., for understanding tourist behavior and improving
tourism marketing. Based on the big data from these three main
sources, tourist behavior and tourism market can be better explored
and understood by both academia and industries.

Using the aforementioned valuable big data, tourism research
has stepped into the big data era and brought forth amazing im-
provements. For instance, Yang, Pan, Evans, and Lv (2015) advo-
cated that the large scale of big data could finely make up for the
limitation of sample size issues faced by survey data users,
providing a new way to understand tourist behavior. Similarly, Li,
Pan, Law, and Huang (2017) argued that big data analytics could
provide sufficient data without sampling bias, helping both
academia and industries better understand tourist behavior. Xiang,
Schwartz, Gerdes, and Uysal (2015) claimed that big data analytics
could develop new knowledge to reshape the understanding of
hospitality industry and to support the corresponding decision
making. With the aforementioned superiorities, big data allowed a
better understanding of tourism demand, tourist behavior, tourist
satisfaction and other tourism issues.

Given that big data have substantially changed the traditional
tourism research based on traditional data, a comprehensive review
on such sunrise research, i.e., using big data in tourism research, is
extremely desired. On the one hand, although facing a growing vol-
ume of publications, this sunrise research field was still not very
clearly known by potential researchers. For example, it was still un-
certain about what particular types of big data have been used in
tourism and how to take advantage of these new data. On the other
hand, when comparing big data and traditional data, the former
might be much more informative and structure-complex, thus
appearing different data characteristics, focusing on different
research issues, and requiring different analytic techniques. There-
fore, a comprehensive reviewon full-scale types ofbig data in tourism
research is strongly required in terms of research focuses, data char-
acteristics andanalytic techniques, inorder topresentahistorical tour
of how these particular big data have contributed to tourism research
and to offer helpful insights into the future prospects.

However, a systematic literature reviewon the big data in tourism
research was still lacking. The existing literature reviews on tourism
research mainly focused on the following issues: tourism within a
certain country such as China (e.g., Bao, Chen, & Ma, 2014; Huang &
Chen, 2016; Sun, Wei, & Zhang, 2017; Zhang, Lan, Qi, & Wu, 2017);
tourism in particular types such as event tourism and volunteer
tourism (Getz & Page, 2016; Wearing & McGehee, 2013); tourism
demand (Goh & Law, 2011; Song & Li, 2008); tourist behavior (Bhati
& Pearce, 2016; Pomfret & Bramwell, 2016); tourism attraction
(Leask, 2016); tourism risk (Yang, Khoo-Lattimore, & Arcodia, 2017).
Nevertheless, regarding applying big data to tourism research, to the
best of our knowledge, there existed only three relevant reviews:
Rashidi, Abbasi, Maghrebi, Hasan, and Waller (2017) explored the
capacity of social media data for modelling travel movements;
Schuckert, Liu, and Law (2015b) reviewed the studies on online re-
views in tourism and hospitality; Shoval and Ahas (2016) conducted
a literature review on tracking data in tourism research. Obviously,
the three studies focused on a certain type of big data (social media
data, online reviews, or tracking data), without an overall analysis on
full-type big data. Moreover, all the three studies were conducted
mainly from the dimension of research fields, without a full
consideration of data characteristics and analytic techniques. How-
ever, a different type of big data (from a different data source and
with different information) is certainly different from any of other
types, in terms of research focuses (on different tourism issues), data
characteristics and processing techniques. Therefore, this paper at-
tempts to fill in such a literature gap to present a comprehensive
literature review on different types of big data in tourism research,
and provide a systematical analysis on each type from the perspec-
tives of research focuses (on tourism issues), data characteristics,
analytic techniques, challenges and further directions.

The main goal of this paper is to present a comprehensive
literature review on the application of big data to tourism research.
Relative to the existing studies, the major contributions of this
paper can be summarized into three aspects: (1) to the best of our
knowledge, it might be the first attempt to review the full-scale
types of big data used in tourism research; (2) given that a
different type of big data (carrying different information) might
address different tourism issues, appear different data character-
istics and require different analytic techniques, a systematical
analysis for each type is conducted from the perspectives of
research focuses (on tourism issues), data characteristics and ana-
lytic techniques; (3) based on such a thorough survey, the major
challenges and future prospects are carefully investigated.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the general findings (or statistics) of the reviewed
literature, together with the analytical framework of this paper. By
following this framework, Sections 3e5 thoroughly investigate the
big data in tourism research derived from the three primary sour-
ces, i.e., users, devices and operations, respectively. Section 6 con-
cludes the main findings of the review and points out the further
directions of applying big data to tourism research.

2. General findings

This section displays the general findings (statistics) of the re-
view. First, Section 2.1 presents the literature collection. Section 2.2
provides a descriptive statistical analysis of the selected literature.
Finally, Section 2.3 formulates the general analytical framework of
this paper.

2.1. Databases

The articles on tourism research using big data are collected
from the following academic databases: Web of Science, Science-
Direct, SAGE Journals Online, Emerald Insight, Springer and Wiley
Online Library. Additionally, the powerful search engine, Google



Fig. 1. Distribution of the published year.
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Scholar, is also employed. To get a full-scale result, we use not only
the keywords of tourism and big data, but also other related words
regarding tourism research (tourism OR travel OR tourist OR visit OR
hospitality OR hotel OR destination etc.) coupled with a term con-
cerning big data (big data OR volume data OR vast data OR data
mining OR UGC OR text mining OR sentiment analysis OR consumer
reviews OR geotagged photos etc.). Time limitation of publications
was not considered in this study.

Only full-length articles are included in our samples. Thus, book
reviews, reports, viewpoints, research notes and short communi-
cations are excluded from the analysis. Articles are re-checked
individually for relevancy. Finally, a total of 165 publications are
selected in this study. For each article, important attributes, such as
author(s), title, publication year, keywords, source title, country/
territory and data type(s), are recorded.
2.2. Descriptive statistical analysis

Based on a descriptive statistical analysis, some interesting
general findings regarding the overall growth, publication sources,
Fig. 2. Distribution of the
research regions and data types are deduced for the existing
tourism research using big data.
2.2.1. Overall growth
Fig. 1 illustrates the annual numbers of published articles on

tourism research using big data, and two important results can be
easily concluded. On the one hand, the tourism research using big
data was still at an early stage, in terms of a short history (just
beginning since 2007) and a small number of annual publications
(at most 30). On the other hand, there appeared a generally
growing trend in the annual numbers of published articles during
2007e2016, indicating an increasingly wide attention to such an
emerging research. Interestingly, there existed one obvious growth
point in 2015, after which the annual number of articles has step-
ped into a higher level with a peak of 30 in 2016.
2.2.2. Publication sources
Fig. 2 presents the numbers of articles in different publication

sources. Majority of the articles on big data application to tourism
were journal papers (144 publications, accounting for
published sources.
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approximately 87%), and only 21 publications were conference
papers. The results indicate that various journals have started
paying attention to such an emerging topic, applying big data to
tourism research. Top four leading journals were Tourism Man-
agement (38 publications), Journal of Travel Research (9), Interna-
tional Journal of Hospitality Management (8) and Tourism
Geographies (8).
2.2.3. Research regions
Fig. 3 shows the coverage of research regions (identified as the

affiliation of the first author). It can be found that at least 33
countries or regions have been involved in the tourism research
using big data. Asia, Europe and North America made the greatest
contributions to applying big data to tourism research. Among
countries, USA ranked the first (identified in 41 publications), fol-
lowed by China and Australia (in 35 and 11, respectively). These
results generally accord with the development levels of big data
technologies (particularly social media) and the scale of users in
different countries and regions.
Fig. 4. Distributions of data
2.2.4. Data types
The types of big data used in the existing tourism research are

identified, as the results shown in Fig. 4. It can be obviously seen
that the big data used in tourism research were mainly derived
from three data sources: users (accounting for approximately 47%),
devices (36%) and operations (17%). Hidden reason for the distri-
bution of data sources lies in data availability. Specifically, the
success of applying UGC data to tourism research might be attrib-
uted to the low cost and easy access to such online data; in contrast,
the lower using level of transaction data is mainly due to that most
of them are private information, which only in the possession of
tourism organizations or government sectors. As for data types,
online textual data made up the largest shares of UGC data (55%) as
well as all the kinds of big data (26%). GPS data was ranked the top
of big data in tourism research (accounting for 21%) and the first of
device data (58%).
sources and data types.



Fig. 5. Analytical framework of the literature review.
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2.3. Analytical framework

According to the existing literature, a variety of big data have
been applied to tourism research. According to Fig. 4, these big data
can be classified into three categories by data sources. (1) UGC data
(by users): online textual data and online photo data actively pro-
vided by users. (2) Device data (by devices): GPS data, mobile
roaming data, Bluetooth data, RFID data, WIFI data, etc. collected
passively through devices. (3) Transaction data (by operations):
web search data, webpage visiting data, online booking data, etc.
recording all the user related online operations such as web
searching, booking & purchasing and webpage visiting. According
to data sources and their corresponding data types, the analytic
framework of our literature review can be formulated, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.

The analytic framework is deduced based on not only the
characteristics of each data type but also the existing surveys on big
data. First, the development of web 2.0 and social media has offered
a spacious platform for the users to share their tourism experi-
ences, in terms of online textual data (including product reviews
and blogs) and online photo data. These data posted actively by
users havewidely been regarded as UGC data in the existing related
studies (Hu, Chen, & Chou, 2017; Lu, Wu, & Sang, 2017; Shi,
Serdyukov, Hanjalic, & Larson, 2011; Xiang et al., 2017). Second,
with the development of loT, diverse devices (e.g., GPS loggers,
telecommunication base stations, Bluetooth sensors, electronic
readers and WIFI scanners) have been employed to track tourist
movements. The related special-temporal big data recorded
passively by different devices can be treated as one category
namely device data (or tracking data) (Hardy et al., 2017; Shoval &
Ahas, 2016). Third, tourism is a complex system covering a series of
operations (i.e., transactions, activities or events in tourismmarket)
such as web searching, online booking and purchasing, etc.
Accordingly, the corresponding data such as web search data,
webpage visiting data, online booking data, etc. are typical cases of
transaction data (Pan, Xiang, Law, & Fesenmaier, 2011).

Based on the analytical framework in Fig. 5, Sections 3e5 further
investigate the big data in tourism research, which are from the
three data sources of users, devices and operations, respectively.
For each data source and the corresponding big data in different
types, a systematical analysis is conducted in terms of research
focuses (on tourism issues), data characteristics, analytic tech-
niques, as well as major challenges and further directions.

3. UGC data

In the digital age, the boom in web and social media has
dramatically changed the way of traveling, providing a spacious
platform to share UGC data. As a major category of big data, UGC
data have been used to promote tourism research, including two
types: (1) online textual data like product reviews and blogs
released on social media; (2) online photo data posted on photo-
sharing websites.

3.1. Online textual data

Social media, thriving on the vigorous development of Internet,
offers an ample platform for tourists to spread a variety of tourism-
related information, such as traveling reviews and experiences. For
example, travelers can express their satisfaction and dissatisfaction
toward tourism products, generating a rich mine of online reviews
data. Tourists can also share their traveling perspectives and ex-
periences in blogs such as Twitter and Sina Weibo, providing
valuable information for potential tourists. These online reviews
data, blogs data and other related data in a textual style constitute a
special type of big data in tourism researchdonline textual data,
conveying feelings, sentiments and moods of tourists.

3.1.1. Research focuses
Online textual data applied to tourism research mainly included

two types, i.e., reviews data and blogs data. Carrying distinctive
information, reviews data and blogs data have their own respective
research focuses.

Reviews data, expressing tourists’ attitudes toward tourism
products, have mainly been applied to measuring tourist satisfac-
tion. The specific hot topics included exploring the attributes of
tourist satisfaction (e.g., Guo, Barnes, & Jia, 2017; Liu, Teichert,
Rossi, Li, & Huet, 2017; Lu & Stepchenkova, 2012; Xu & Li, 2016),
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and the relationship between tourist satisfaction and other related
factors (such as guest experience and competitive position) (Crotts,
Mason, & Davis, 2009; Xiang et al., 2015). As for the reviewed tar-
gets, hotels (including rural lodgings), restaurants and attractions
were mostly focused on. Hotel reviews were popularly adopted for
evaluating and improving the e-word of mouth of a hotel (Berezina,
Bilgihan, Cobanoglu, & Okumus, 2016; Guo et al., 2017; Hu et al.,
2017; Ma, Luo, Yao, Cheng, & Chen, 2016; Meli�an-Gonz�alez,
Bulchand-Gidumal, & Gonz�alez L�opez-Valc�arcel, 2013; Phillips,
Zigan, Silva, & Schegg, 2015; Xiang et al., 2015, 2017; Zhang &
Cole, 2016). Restaurant reviews were for tourism satisfaction
judgment (Park & Nicolau, 2015; Zhang & Cole, 2016). Attraction
reviews could helpfully improve attraction management (Fang, Ye,
Kucukusta, & Law, 2016; Pearce & Wu, 2015). The main reason for
the popularity of these three reviewed targets might be that lod-
ging, eating and traveling might be the top three important factors
that travelers are mostly concerned about in a tour. The corre-
sponding review-based research can provide insightful implica-
tions for hospitality industry (covering hotels and restaurants) and
attraction marketing, in order to attract more tourists (Guo et al.,
2017).

Blogs data, recording travelling stories and tourist feelings,
mainly addressed tourism recommendation and tourist sentiment
analysis. For tourism recommendation, Yuan, Xu, Qian, and Li
(2016) used tourist blogs data to mine tourism locations and
travel sequences for an efficient travel schedule. By processing
tourism blogs, Xu, Yuan, Ma, and Qian (2015) explored the valuable
information about where to go and what to play. Regarding tourist
sentiment analysis, Philander and Zhong (2016) and Kontopoulos,
Berberidis, Dergiades, and Bassiliades (2013) demonstrated the
application of tourist sentiment series from Twitter data.
3.1.2. Data characteristics
Focusing on data sources, the online reviews data in tourism

research generally originated from diverse social media such as
TripAdvisor (e.g., Fang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Li, Law, Vu, Rong,&
Zhao, 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2016; Schuckert, Liu, & Law,
2015a; Xie, Zhang, & Zhang, 2014; Ye, Li, Wang, & Law, 2014), Yelp
(Park& Nicolau, 2015; Racherla& Friske, 2012), Expedia (Xiang et al.,
2015), Ctrip (Ye, Law, & Gu, 2009), Qunar (Zhang, Zhang, & Yang,
2016), Booking (Xu & Li, 2016), Dianpin (Zhang, Ye, Law, & Li,
2010), etc. Among them, TripAdvisor, one of the largest tourism so-
cial media, was the most popularly used. For blogs data, Twitter and
SinaWeibowere the two primary sources. For example, Twitter data
were used by Chua, Servillo, Marcheggiani, and Moere (2016),
Bordogna, Frigerio, Cuzzocrea, and Psaila (2016) and Philander and
Zhong (2016) to mine tourist geographic information and capture
tourist sentiment. SinaWeibo, the Chinese alternative toTwitter, was
also employed by Cheng and Edwards (2015) to explore potential
tourist generating regions, the life span of travel news, and tourists’
attitudes toward travel policy changes.

The sample size varied across the existing articles, ranging from
373 (Lu & Stepchenkova, 2012) to 412,784 (Liu et al., 2017), in
tourism research using online textual data. According to Fig. 6, half
of the related studies (15 out of 30 articles) relied on a small
quantity of samples, with the sizes below 10,000; only 5 articles
utilized relatively large-scale data, with the sizes above 100,000.
3.1.3. Analytic techniques
To extract and utilize the useful information hidden in online

textual data, diverse text mining techniques have extensively been
adopted in tourism research, including two typical stages: data
collection and data mining comprising two sub-steps of data pre-
processing and pattern discovery. These processes, together with
the related techniques, are displayed in Fig. 7.

The first step is to collect online textual data (including tourism-
related reviews and blogs) from the related social media sites, via
web crawling technology (Xiang et al., 2015, 2017; Xu et al., 2015).
In particular, a web crawler (or robot and spider), in terms of a
program or a suite of programs, is implemented to iteratively and
automatically download web pages, extract uniform resource lo-
cators (URLs) from their hypertext markup language (HTML) and
fetch them (Thelwall, 2001). For example, Xiang et al. (2017) used
the web crawlers, in Python and Java programming languages, to
gain hotel-related reviews. Guo et al. (2017) developed a web
crawler to collect reviews data from TripAdvisor periodically. Yuan
et al. (2016) employed the web crawling technology to obtain user-
generated tourist blogs from tourism websites.
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In the second step, i.e., data mining, the collected online textual
data are analyzed to extract useful knowledge for tourism research,
through two sub-stages: data preprocessing and pattern discovery.
In data preprocessing, different techniques were adopted for
different research purposes, and popular operations are data
cleaning, tokenization, word stemming and part-of-speech tagging
(POST) in the existing tourism literature using online textual data.

C Data cleaning, for detecting and removing inaccurate or
useless records from online textual data, such as misspelling
(Xiang et al., 2015), stop words (Xiang et al., 2015; Xu & Li,
2016; Xu et al., 2015), non-target language and low fre-
quencywords (Guo et al., 2017), in order to leave the valuable
tourism-relevant information.

C Tokenization, with the aim to break up the travel-related
textual data into words, phrases or other meaningful ele-
ments, namely tokens. Through this process, the tourism-
related keywords regarding tourism spots, travel feelings,
etc. can be filtered from massive sentences (Guo et al., 2017;
Xiang et al., 2017; Xu & Li, 2016).

C Word stemming, to identify the word's roots and regard all
words with the same root as one token, for modelling
simplicity (Xu & Li, 2016).

C POST, to label each word in a sentence with a POS tag, i.e.,
noun, adjective or adverb. For example, given that hotel re-
views are expressed mainly by nouns, adjectives and nega-
tive adverbs, unimportant words with other tags can be
removed (Guo et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017).

Pattern discovery, another crucial stage of textual data mining,
aims at exploring interesting information in the text documents,
and typical techniques in the existing tourism studies were latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA), sentiment analysis, statistical analysis,
clustering and categorization, text summarization and dependency
modeling.

C LDA, a topic model for identifying the abstract “topics” in
textual data. For example, Guo et al. (2017) used LDA to
rapidly discover a mixture of topics, e.g., the aspects influ-
encing hotel customers' satisfaction, from a huge number of
reviews.
C Sentiment analysis, to identify the tourists' attitudes toward
tourism products or scenic spots, by classifying textual data
into sentiment categories: positive, negative or neutral. For
example, recent studies trended to use sentiment analysis as
a useful tool for investigating travelers' opinions toward
hotel services (e.g., Hu et al., 2017; Philander & Zhong, 2016)
and hot locations (Xu et al., 2015).

C Statistical analysis, the most basic technique for analyzing
various data, including textual data. In tourism research,
descriptive statistics (e.g., mean, variance, etc.) (Racherla &
Friske, 2012), t-test (Schuckert et al., 2015a), correlation
matrix (Racherla & Friske, 2012), Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-
Whitney U test (Lu & Stepchenkova, 2012) and correspon-
dence analysis (K€oltringer& Dickinger, 2015) were popularly
used to describe diverse information contained in online
textual data, such as the number of identity disclosures,
reviewer reputation and hotel ratings.

C Clustering and Categorization, to group a set of objects in a
way that the objects in the same group are more similar to
each other than to those in other groups. For example,
Bordogna et al. (2016) used clustering technology to group
the trips whose strings of geoslot IDs were similar into a class,
based on the geo-tagged messages in Twitter. Marine-Roig
and Clav�e (2015) employed categorization to group the hid-
den information in travel blogs and reviews on Barcelona
into meaningful categories according to keywords.

C Text summarization, to automatically produce a succinct
summary of a single or multiple document(s), for refining
key information from original texts. A recent application to
tourism area is the work by Hu et al. (2017), inwhich a multi-
text summarization technique was proposed to identify the
most informative sentences of hotel reviews.

C Dependency modeling, for capturing the relationship between
textual data (particular online reviews) and tourism factors
like hotel performance (Xie et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2009),
restaurant performance (Zhang et al., 2010) and traveler
behaviors (Zhang et al., 2016). A variety of regression models
have been applied, such as Bayesian ordered logit model
(Zhang et al., 2016), linear regression model (Xie et al., 2014;
Ye et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) and Tobit regression model
(Fang et al., 2016).
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Noticeably, many useful data mining tools and software packages
have been developed for text processing. General multi-function
tools include Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(WEKA), LingPipe and TextBlob. In particular, WEKA, developed by
the University of Waikato, can handle most text-processing prob-
lems, such as data cleaning, tokenization, word frequency analysis,
clustering and categorization, pattern mining, etc. LingPipe, devel-
oped by Alias, is a powerful toolkit for text data cleaning, tokeniza-
tion, POST, word frequency analysis, sentiment analysis, clustering
and categorization, pattern mining, etc. TextBlob, a Python library,
offers an application programming interface (API) for common nat-
ural language processing, such as POST, noun phrase extraction,
sentiment analysis, classification, translation, etc. Moreover, there
also exist some professional tools with particular functions, such as
Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System
(ICTCLAS) and Jieba for Chinese tokenization and POST, and Stanford
Loglinear POS Tagger for POST (Hu et al., 2017).

Finally, the interesting information extracted through data
mining are converted into useful knowledge to further serve
tourism research. According to the related studies, valuable
knowledge covered tourist satisfaction structure (or drivers) (Liu
et al., 2017; Zhang & Cole, 2016), hotel preferences (Li et al.,
2015), tourism areas (Fuchs, H€opken, & Lexhagen, 2014), tourism
routes (Chua et al., 2016), reviews characteristics (Xiang et al.,
2017), etc. Such insightful knowledge was extremely helpful in
improving tourism management and offering tourism recommen-
dations (Xu et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2016).

3.1.4. Challenges and future directions
Recent prosperity in social media has aroused an increasing

attention to applying online textual big data, in terms of reviews
and blogs, to tourism research. However, there was still a consid-
erable amount of room to expand and develop such a sunrise
research. For sample size, the datasets used in most existing studies
were on a relatively small scale (see Fig. 6). However, small samples
are prone to selection biases and estimation biases, leading to
incorrect analysis results that might be opposite to the real situa-
tions and the generalized findings. Therefore, future research with
a larger-scale sample size is desirable. For research focuses,
extracting valuable knowledge from massive online textual data,
e.g., tourist sentiments (or opinions) toward a tourism product or
destination, has been studied sufficiently. However, how to use
such insightful knowledge to tourism product design and tourism
marketing in practice were somewhat lacking. Moreover, other
interesting issues regarding the travel-related online textual data
can be also considered, such as data reliability. For example,
sometimes visitors might give a fake positive review, for avoiding
unnecessary troubles or gaining kickbacks (Schuckert et al., 2015b).
Such a tourist online behavior is worth a deep study in the future.

Due to the unstructured and complex features of tourism-
related online reviews and blogs data, the processing and analytic
techniques were confronted with some tricky challenges. For
instance, the existing studies mainly addressed the texts in a single
language, while non-target language reviews were otherwise
removed and ignored (Guo et al., 2017). However, the travelers from
a different cultural background seek a different travel benefit and
have a different preference (Schuckert et al., 2015a). Therefore,
effective analytic methods for multi-language texts are certainly
imperative to avoid information losses. Furthermore, in sentiment
analysis for tourist reviews, nouns, adjectives and negative adverbs
were mainly regarded as important words. However, sentiment is
also impacted by the polarity of verbs (e.g., ‘like’, ‘hate’ and ‘love’)
and the degree (e.g., ‘very much’, ‘more’ and ‘excessively’) (Hu et al.,
2017). Therefore, such important information should be also taken
into consideration in tourist sentiment analysis.
3.2. Online photo data

Apart from textual data, other UGC data are also posted and
spread on social media, especially photos. The photos uploaded by
tourists contain a rich of useful information in relation to users,
locations and time, providing a new perspective to study tourist
behavior, tourism recommendation (e.g., tourism spots and trav-
eling plans) and tourismmarketing. Therefore, online photo data in
an unstructured type has aroused an increasingly large attention in
tourism research.

3.2.1. Research focuses
In the realm of tourism research, online photo data are

serviceable in analyzing tourist behavior, presenting tourism rec-
ommendations and promoting tourism marketing. For tourist
behavior, Vu, Li, Law, and Ye (2015) explored visitors' activities in
Hong Kong by using geo-tagged photos. Lu et al. (2017) conducted a
comparative study on the behaviors of overlapped tourists on
different photo-sharing websites. Da Rugna, Chareyron, and
Branchet (2012) discovered tourists’ origins based on geo-tagged
photos.

Exploring travel recommendations from photo data, regarding
tourism destinations, travel routes and tourism duration, has been
sufficiently studied. To discover popular tourism destinations (i.e.,
where to travel), Lee, Cai, and Lee (2014) extracted the associative
points-of-interest patterns from the geo-tagged photos in
Queensland, Australia. Zhou, Xu, and Kimmons (2015) detected the
places of interest in multiple cities based on the spatial and tem-
poral features of Flickr images. To find effective travel routes (how
to travel), diverse travel route recommendation systems were
proposed with the aim at extracting travel paths from a mass of
photos (Kurashima, Iwata, Irie, & Fujimura, 2013; Lu, Wang, Yang,
Pang, & Zhang, 2010; Okuyama & Yanai, 2013). As for tourism
duration (how long to travel), Popescu and Grefenstette (2009)
deduced visiting durations for the tourism attractions in four ma-
jor cities, based on Flickr photo data. Similarly, Lee et al. (2014)
identified the best time and the corresponding time duration for
specific destinations based on the geo-tagged photos in Queens-
land and Australia.

Online photo data have also been used in promoting tourism
marketing. Taking destination marketing for example, online photo
data have increasingly become an effective vehicle to form tourism
destination image (TDI) for potential visitors (Deng & Li, 2018). For
example, Deng and Li (2018) proposed a machine learning based
model to select photo elements from the viewers' perspective and
assist destination marketing organizations (DMO) in photo selec-
tion. Hunter (2013) conducted a visual analysis of Hunan Province
online destination image based on online photo data. Stepchenkova
and Zhan (2013) compared the photos collected from DMO and
Flickr, and found that the photos behave differently in reflecting
users’ perceptions of a destination.

3.2.2. Data characteristics
Online photo data convey a rich of useful messages in terms of

metadata, i.e., the heterogeneous information embedded in photos.
Valuable metadata for tourism research fall into four primary cat-
egories: user-related information (like photo ID and user ID),
temporal information (taken date and uploaded date), geographical
information (latitude & longitude) and textual information (title,
descriptions and tags), as described in Table 1.

The photo big data for tourism research mainly originated from
three photo-sharing websites or platforms: Flickr, Panoramio and
Instagram. Useful APIs are provided by the three platforms, to allow
an easy access to the photo data and the embedded metadata.
Among the three platforms, Flickr with sufficient tourism photos



Table 1
Valuable metadata in online photos data for tourism research.

Metadata Descriptions

Photo ID ID of the photo downloaded from websites
User ID ID of the tourist uploading the photo
Taken date The date and time to take the photo
Uploaded date The date and time to upload the photo
Geographical information The latitude and longitude to take the photo
Textual metadata Tourist-defined textual information such as title, descriptions and tags of the photo
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was the dominant source of the photo data used in tourism
research (e.g., De Choudhury et al., 2010; Kisilevich, Krstajic, Keim,
Andrienko, & Andrienko, 2010; Kurashima et al., 2013; Lee et al.,
2014; Majid et al., 2013; Mamei, Rosi, & Zambonelli, 2010; Quack,
Leibe, & Van Gool, 2008; Shi et al., 2011; Shi, Serdyukov, Hanjalic,
& Larson, 2013; Vu et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015; €Onder, 2017). As
for the other two sources, typical examples were Lu et al. (2010),
Oku, Hattori, and Kawagoe (2015) and Okuyama and Yanai (2013)
focusing on Panoramio datasets, and Lu et al. (2017) for Insta-
gram datasets. An interesting question arises of why Flickr still
dominant the photo-based tourism research, even when Instagram
or other mobile photo-sharing platforms have more users and
photos today. The possible reason might be that Flickr (released in
2005) has a relatively long history, with the corresponding data
having been studied somewhat sufficiently, compared with Insta-
gram (in 2010). Such an interesting phenomenon indicates that
more attention could be paid to the rising stars in the photo-
sharing family such as Instagram, in the future research.

3.2.3. Analytic techniques
To explore the valuable information hidden in photo data for

tourism research, a variety of photo data mining techniques were
implemented to construct a tourism recommendation system,
including three major steps: data preprocessing, metadata clus-
tering and trajectory discovery. Fig. 8 illustrates the typical process
of using online photo data in tourism research, together with the
corresponding techniques.

First, the raw data collected from photo-sharing websites are
preprocessed in terms of data cleaning, formation and text mining,
to leave valuable metadata for further analyses. For instance, Lee
et al. (2014) removed duplicates of photos and converted the data
into a formatted type for clustering analysis. €Onder (2017) took a
data cleaning method to identify whether the photos were posted
Fig. 8. Process of using online ph
by residents of the destination or tourists. As for the textual met-
adata in photos, text mining methods were utilized as preprocess
techniques to explore tourists’ interests andmotivations to take the
photos (Miah, Vu, Gammack, & McGrath, 2017). Through data
preprocessing, valuable metadata can be extracted for the further
studies in the following two steps.

Second, a clustering analysis was conducted on the extracted
metadata from three primary perspectives: spatial dimension for
discovering tourism spots (e.g., Kisilevich et al., 2010; Lee et al.,
2014; Mamei et al., 2010; Okuyama & Yanai, 2013; Zhou et al.,
2015); user dimension for travelers’ origins (Da Rugna et al.,
2012); temporal dimension for tourism durations (Lu et al., 2010;
Popescu, Grefenstette, & Mo€ellic, 2009). Existing clustering
methods for analyzing the metadata in tourism research can be
classified into threemain categories: centroid-based, density-based
and connectivity-based methods. Regarding centroid-based
methods, k-means is a popular algorithm in tourism research
(e.g., Chen, Battestini, Gelfand, & Setlur, 2009; Kennedy, Naaman,
Ahern, Nair, & Rattenbury, 2007; Kurashima et al., 2013). Howev-
er, as argued by Lee et al. (2014), such a centroid-based partitioning
method has one obvious drawback that it requires an exhaustive
search to find the best cluster center, which is inefficient in data-
rich environments; in contrast, density-based clustering might be
more suitable for photo big data, which requires the minimum
domain knowledge and effectively filters outliers even in the
presence of noise points. Therefore, density-based spatial clus-
tering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) and its variants have
been developed and extensively applied to tourism photo clus-
tering (e.g., Lee et al., 2014; Majid et al., 2013; Miah et al., 2017; Oku
et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015). To build a hierarchy of
clusters, connectivity-based clustering (also known as hierarchical
clustering), a flexible and fast algorithm based on a dissimilarity
matrix irrespective of metric spaces (Quack et al., 2008), has also
oto data in tourism research.
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been introduced to detect tourist places and to group the cities that
were visited by the same tourists (e.g., Okuyama & Yanai, 2013;
€Onder, 2017).

Finally, travel trajectories, i.e., the sequence of tourism spots and
the time intervals between them, are investigated for making
appropriate travel plans. As for analytic techniques, a variety of
routes generation methods have been created and utilized (e.g., Lu
et al., 2010; Okuyama & Yanai, 2013). Furthermore, Markov chain
technique, a probabilistic model well handling sequential infor-
mation, was another promising algorithm to capture more detailed
knowledge of travel routes and to predict the next tourism spots
based on tourists' current locations (e.g., Kurashima et al., 2013; Lu
et al., 2010; Vu et al., 2015). Through this step, travel trajectories can
be extracted from massive travelers’ movements (Okuyama &
Yanai, 2013).

Through the above three steps, a powerful tourism recom-
mendation system can be formulated not only to extract valuable
information from online photos regarding tourist behavior, tourism
spots, tourism durations and travel trajectories, but also to present
useful recommendations for travellingd where to travel, how to
travel and how long to travel.
3.2.4. Challenges and future directions
According to the above analyses, the tourism research using

online photo data can be improved similarly by expanding research
areas and perfecting analytic techniques. As for research areas,
discovering tourism spots (i.e., where to travel) from the spatial
dimension of online photos has been studied much more suffi-
ciently; in comparison, the research from the temporal dimension
was otherwise insufficient, with only three related works (i.e., Lu et
al., 2010; Popescu et al., 2009; Popescu & Grefenstette, 2009) to the
best of our knowledge. However, temporal patterns, such as the
best visiting time and duration, are also important factors in
making appropriate travel plans. In addition, the sources of photo
data were limited to three photo-sharing websites (i.e., Flickr,
Panoramio and Instagram), while other social media, such as Sina
Weibo, can also be considered.

Regarding analytic techniques, clustering and sequencing ana-
lyses have popularly been employed to investigate tourism-related
photo data in the existing tourism research, and other competitive
big data mining techniques for estimation, classification, predic-
tion, affinity grouping and association rules can be also introduced
into such a sunrise research. Furthermore, most existing studies
conducted analyses indirectly on the metadata embedded in
photos. However, photo data themselves involve a wealth of
interesting information apart from metadata, and powerful photo
mining techniques acting directly on images are needed.
Fig. 9. Historical tour of applying
4. Device data

With the vigorous development of IoT, diverse devices (or sen-
sors) have been developed and employed to track tourists’ move-
ments, providing massive high-quality data for tourism
management, such as GPS data, mobile roaming data, Bluetooth
data, RFID data and WIFI data (Shoval & Ahas, 2016). Moreover,
automatic weather station sensors have collected a rich mine of
meteorological data to serve travel decision making, given that
weather is an important factor in tourism. These above informative
big data in both structured and unstructured types have already
been applied to tourism research and appeared their respective
superiorities.
4.1. GPS data

GPS is basically a series of satellites that orbit the earth broad-
casting signals picked up by a system of receivers (Shoval &
Isaacson, 2007). As a tool for tracking travelers’ special move-
ments, the distinctive advantage of GPS lies in being both global
and accurate. The existing studies have fully shown feasibility and
superiority of GPS data in tourism research (Bauder & Freytag,
2015).
4.1.1. Research focuses
Generally, the application of GPS data to tourism research has

experienced three main stages, as shown in Fig. 9. In Stage I, similar
to other sunrise researches at an early stage, feasibility and use-
fulness were the main research focus. For example, Van der Spek,
Van Schaick, De Bois, and De Haan (2009) and Hallo et al. (2012)
demonstrated the usefulness of GPS in tracking tourists. East,
Osborne, Kemp, and Woodfine (2017) proved that combining GPS
and survey data can improve understanding of visitor behavior.
Furthermore, Tchetchik, Fleischer, and Shoval (2009) developed a
method to collect GPS data, which can be used to segment visitors.

In Stage II, tourist behavior was mainly concentrated on,
covering spatial behavior, temporal behavior and spatial-temporal
behavior. To explore tourist spatial behavior, Edwards and Griffin
(2013) adopted GPS tracking data to find out how tourists moved
around a city. For temporal behavior, Birenboim, Anton-Clav�e,
Russo and Shoval (2013) explored the temporal activity patterns
of theme park visitors. However, far more existing research
preferred spatial-temporal behavior by combining spatial behavior
with temporal behavior, with the typical works by McKercher,
Shoval, Ng, and Birenboim (2012), Zakrisson and Zillinger (2012),
Grinberger, Shoval, and McKercher (2014) and Shoval, McKercher,
Birenboim, and Ng (2015).

In Stage III, GPS data has been extended to tourism recom-
mendation. For instance, Yoon, Zheng, Xie, and Woo (2010)
GPS data to tourism research.



Fig. 10. Process of using GPS data in tourism research.
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proposed a smart recommendation for highly efficient and
balanced itineraries based on multiple GPS trajectories. Zheng,
Huang and Li (2017) predicted the next destination of individual
tourists using the GPS tracking data.

4.1.2. Data characteristics
GPS loggers carried by volunteers and GPS-enabled mobile ap-

plications installed in smartphones are two primary channels to
collect GPS big data in tourism research. On the one hand, asking
participants to take along GPS loggers during their visits was a
dominant method to collect GPS data in the existing tourism
research (e.g., Beeco et al., 2013;McKercher et al., 2012; Zakrisson&
Zillinger, 2012). Generally, attributes of such GPS data include
longitude, latitude, time stamp, speed, direction, etc. Absolutely,
the GPS loggers can potentially avoid many problems (such as in-
accuracy) of other tracking methods (Zheng et al., 2017). However,
recruiting volunteers to carry the GPS loggers requires a high
research cost (including both devices and labor costs), and this data
collection method is somewhat sample-biased and goal-oriented.

On the other hand, a much more low-budget and flexible
channel, i.e., GPS-enabled mobile applications, was also used for
tourism research to obtain the tourist spatial-temporal behavior.
For instance, Brovelli, Minghini, and Zamboni (2016) applied the
GPS data collected from a mobile client application, Open Data Kit
(ODK) Collect that is available for Android mobiles, to map tourist
destinations. Ayscue, Boley, and Mertzlufft (2016) obtained GPS
data via the smartphone application of GPS & Map Toolbox for
iPhones, and argued that mobile GPS data can help better under-
stand resident attitudes toward tourism.

4.1.3. Analytic techniques
Various data mining techniques have been developed and

employed for investigating the GPS data in tourism research. Based
on different data formats, these techniques fall into two technical
lines, with the first one (marked as Line A) directly processing raw
GPS data and the second (Line B) for the transformed formats (e.g.,
graphs, tensors and matrixes), as their respective processes
compared in Fig. 10.

In both Lines A and B, the first step is to collect data. Generally,
the GPS data used in tourism research are mainly from two sources:
GPS loggers carried by volunteers and GPS-enabled mobile appli-
cations installed in smartphones. Accordingly, GPS data can be
collected by either recruiting volunteers to carry GPS loggers during
their tourism activities, or asking participants to share their loca-
tions via GPS-enabled mobile applications.

As for Line A, after data collection, another two steps are con-
ducted to process raw GPS data, i.e., data preprocessing and tra-
jectory pattern mining, as listed in the left part of Fig. 10. In data
preprocessing (Step A-2), a set of tasks, such as data filtering, map
matching and stay point detection, are performed. Data filtering
aims to remove noise points caused by poor signals. For example,
Birenboim, Reinau, Shoval, and Harder (2015) removed meaning-
less points in the closed exhibitions (where GPS reception is low)
from the original data, to explore the real tourists’movements.Map
matching projects the points of a history trajectory onto the seg-
ments of a road network where the points are generated, for
analyzing tourist behavior (Li, Wu, Peng,& LV B, 2016). For instance,
East et al. (2017) projected GPS points onto a park map for tourist
behavior understanding. Stay point detection identifies the location
where a moving object has stayed for a while (Zheng, 2015). In
tourism research, a stay point might correspond to a specific place
such as a tourist spot, a restaurant and a shopping mall that a
tourist has been to, carrying more semantic meanings than other
points in a trajectory. According to the existing studies, the stay
point detection has successfully been used to explore main places
of interest (Orellana, Bregt, Ligtenberg, & Wachowicz, 2012) and
time allocation during a tour (Birenboim et al., 2013).

In Step A-3, the movement patterns of tourists are further
explored based on the preprocessed GPS data, and popular tech-
nologies include statistical analysis, trajectory clustering, frequent
pattern mining and movement prediction. Statistical analysis, the
basic data analysis method, has widely been used to capture tourist
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trajectory patterns from GPS data. Representative examples were:
descriptive analysis, to estimate average travel time (Shoval,
McKercher, Ng, & Birenboim, 2011) and GPS data points as well
as their precision (Hallo et al., 2012); circular statistics, to compute
circular mean times and dispersions for different groups of tourists
(Chhetri, Corcoran, & Arrowsmith, 2010). Trajectory clustering
identifies representative paths or common trends shared by
different tourists by grouping similar trajectories into one cluster.
The popular algorithms were hierarchical cluster (Zakrisson &
Zillinger, 2012) and K-means cluster (Huang & Wu, 2012).
Frequent pattern mining explores frequently generalized sequences
in a time-ordered set of events. For instance, Orellana et al. (2012)
adopted frequent pattern mining to explore generalized sequential
patterns from the tourists’ movements in natural recreational
areas. Movement prediction estimates the next tourist location
based on history GPS tracking data. For example, Zheng et al. (2017)
utilized a probabilistic analysis to forecast the next potential loca-
tions of individual tourists.

Instead of directly processing raw GPS data, Line B transforms
them into other formats, such as graphs and matrixes (or vectors).
Such new representations of trajectories largely expand and
diversify the approaches to GPS data mining. For instances, when
transforming GPS data into graphs, powerful graph mining
methods could be introduced, for instance, to identify tourism
areas and travel routes (Tchetchik et al., 2009). Orellana et al. (2012)
generated a movement vector based on movement parameters
such as speed and bearing, to investigate tourist behavior in space
and time.

4.1.4. Challenges and future directions
Many improvements were still required to enrich the research

focuses and analytical methods of using GPS data in tourism
research. For research focuses, although recent research has started
applying GPS data to tourism recommendation, most of the related
works focused on exploring feasibility of the GPS data in tourism
research and analyzing tourist behavior. Therefore, interesting
studies that apply the informative GPS data to tourism recom-
mendation and other issues (such as tourism product design) are
strongly suggested. Furthermore, the GPS data in tourism research
were collected mainly through two channels, i.e., GPS loggers car-
ried by volunteers and GPS-enabled mobile applications installed
in smartphones. With the development of tourism service facilities,
other GPS loaders, such as GPS-enabled watches, sharing bicycles
(and cars), renting cars and tourist yachts, have emerged andmight
provide new significant information about tourist movements.

As for analytic methods, the existing technologies were multi-
farious and diverse; however, some other useful processing tools
for GPS data in other research fields can also be introduced. For
example, we can record a time-stamped geographical coordinate
for tourists every second, to enhance data precision. However,
many applications do not really need such a high precision of
location in practice. Therefore, data compression methods can be
implemented as a preprocessing method, which can reduce the
overhead for communication, computing and data storage. More-
over, tourists may have periodical patterns when they go to the
Table 2
Typical works on application of mobile roaming data to tourism research.

Authors Analytic technique(s)

Raun et al. (2016) Econometric model
Nilbe et al. (2014) Econometric model
Kuusik et al. (2011) Statistical analysis
Tiru et al. (2010) Statistical analysis
Ahas et al. (2008) Statistical analysis
Ahas et al. (2007) Case study & statistical ana
same tourism destinations periodically. Such a periodic behavior
can be used to forecast tourist movements and thus deserves more
attention (Zheng, 2015).

4.2. Misc. Device data

In addition to GPS data (accounting for the largest proportion of
device data in tourism research), other device data are also
important for tourism research, including mobile roaming data,
Bluetooth data, RFID data, WIFI data and meteorological data.

4.2.1. Mobile roaming data
With the rapid development of telecommunication technology,

roaming service provided bymobile network operators has become
a relatively new but increasingly popular tool in tracking tourist
behavior. Since travel is themovement of people between relatively
distant geographical locations, travelers trend to use their mobile
phones in other place or even foreign countries inevitably. Roaming
service allow tracking tourist locations when they use the mobile
phone in non-registered places, in terms of mobile roaming data.

In view of privacy concerns, i.e., that both tourists and mobile
network operators do not wish to share their private information,
mobile roaming data have not been widely used in tourism
research yet, as the available works listed in Table 2. In comparison
to GPS data, the application of mobile roaming data to tourism
research was still at a starting stage, with two focuses: data
applicability and tourist behavior. On the one hand, Ahas, Aasa,
Roose, Mark, and Silm (2008) investigated the usefulness of mo-
bile roaming data in tourism research. On the other hand, roaming
data have been applied to analyzing tourist behavior such as tourist
flows (Raun, Ahas, & Tiru, 2016), travel distances (Nilbe, Ahas, &
Silm, 2014), repeat visiting (Kuusik, Tiru, Ahas, & Varblane, 2011),
destination loyalty (Tiru, Kuusik, Lamp, & Ahas, 2010) and space
consumption (Ahas, Aasa, Mark, Pae, & Kull, 2007).

Mobile roaming data are collected via radio waves, which are
sent and received by telecommunication base station and stored
automatically in the memory or log files of mobile network oper-
ators (Raun et al., 2016). When a mobile phone registered in a place
but is used in another place, its user might be recognized as a po-
tential tourist, and the corresponding information, e.g., country of
origin, location coordinates and the time making a phone, are
recorded as mobile roaming data for reflecting tourist spatial-
temporal behavior. It is worth noticing that even both effective in
tracking tourist movements outdoors, mobile roaming data and
GPS data appear different data characteristics (Ahas et al., 2008). In
particular, GPS data can trace spatial movements continuously
during the whole travel, whereas mobile roaming data record the
locations only on active uses of mobile phones in the mobile
network: outgoing and incoming calls; sending and receiving
messages; using the Internet and data services (Raun et al., 2016).
Moreover, the precision of mobile roaming data are somewhat
lower than GPS data (Ahas et al., 2008).

Mobile roaming data has both advantages and disadvantage,
especially for tourism research. As for advantages, mobile roaming
data can cover a larger spatial area, even including some less visited
Tourism issue

Tourist flows
Travel distances
Segmentation of repeat visitors
Destination loyalty of tourists
Data applicability in studying tourism

lysis Foreign tourists' space consumption



Table 3
Typical works on application of Bluetooth data to tourism research.

Authors Event(s)/place(s) Tourism issue Sensors' number Devices' number Detection duration

Versichele et al. (2014) Cathedral, church, indoor market, etc. Tourist attractions 29 17,496 15 days
Yoshimura et al. (2014) Museums Tourist movements 7 24,452 24 days
Delafontaine et al. (2012) Trade fair Tourist movements 22 14,498 5 days
Versichele et al. (2012) Ghent festivities event Tourist movements 22 102,467 10 days
Stange et al. (2011) Tribune and shopping center Tourist movements 30 12,700 2 days
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places. Furthermore, some valuable tourist information such as
origin countries are contained in mobile roaming data. Therefore,
applying mobile roaming data to tourism research can provide a
newanalysis perspective for tourist behavior and tourism plans. For
disadvantages, obtaining mobile roaming data is extremely difficult
due to privacy and surveillance concerns, which largely suppressed
its applications. In addition, the location information of mobile
roaming data might be at a relatively low level of accuracy,
particularly when the Global System of Mobile communication
(GSM) is poorly equipped in the tourism destinations (Ahas et al.,
2007).

Popular processing techniques for mobile roaming data are
statistical analyses, econometric models and case study, in tourism
research. As for statistical analyses, Kuusik et al. (2011) applied
statistical methods to detect repeat visitors. Tiru et al. (2010) con-
ducted a statistical analysis on foreign visits and uses of roaming
phones. Ahas et al. (2008) presented a statistical analysis on the
tourist roaming calls in Estonian. In terms of econometric models,
Raun et al. (2016) used a binary logistic regression to compare the
overall visits to Estoniawith the visits to two smaller studying areas
in Estonia. Nilbe et al. (2014) constructed a linear regression to
evaluate travel distance. By combining case study and statistical
analysis, Ahas et al. (2007) analyzed the seasonality of foreign
tourists’ space consumption in Estonia.

The tourism research with mobile roaming data was still at a
starting stagedthe related studies were relatively few in compar-
ison to those with GPS data, and the analyses were somewhat
simple. Thus, there was a lot of room to develop such an emerging
area. As for research areas, the existing studies still focused on data
applicability (similar to Stage I for GPS data), and tourist behavior
analysis (similar to Stage II). Accordingly, interesting studies at a
deeper level and on a larger range (such as covering the factors in
tourism recommendation) are suggested for the tourism research
using mobile roaming big data. As for analytic techniques,
descriptive statistical analyses, econometric models and case study
were the dominant approaches to analyzing mobile roaming data
for tourism research. Other even more effective analysis tools, such
as data mining algorithms and artificial intelligences, are strongly
recommended to investigate such informative data.

4.2.2. Bluetooth data
Bluetooth, invented by Ericsson in 1994, is an open and wireless

communication technology. To collect Bluetooth data, Bluetooth
sensors are preplaced in the target area, and personal carry-on
Fig. 11. Process of using Bluetoo
devices (such as mobile, mp3-player and headsets) could be
detected. Since Bluetooth technology can well monitor non-
participatory and unannounced movements of massive in-
dividuals in terms of positions and trajectories, Bluetooth data thus
opens a new analysis dimension of tourist behavior.

Even with the extensive development and application of Blue-
tooth technology, the tourism studies using Bluetooth data were
somewhat insufficient in terms of a small number of works and a
limited research area. Table 3 lists the available works, and two
interesting findings can be obtained. First, mainly due to the finite
monitoring range of Bluetooth, these studies were limited to: a
planned event-tourism activity, such as a festivity event
(Versichele, Neutens, Delafontaine, & Van de Weghe, 2012) and a
trade fair (Delafontaine, Versichele, Neutens, & Van de Weghe,
2012); or an indoor place, such as, a cathedral, a church, an in-
door market (Versichele et al., 2014), a museum (Yoshimura et al.,
2014) a tribune and a shopping center (Stange, Liebig, Hecker,
Andrienko, & Andrienko, 2011). Second, Bluetooth data were used
to capture two tourism issues, tourist spatial-temporal movements
(Delafontaine et al., 2012; Stange et al., 2011; Versichele et al., 2012;
Yoshimura et al., 2014) and tourist attractions (Versichele et al.,
2014).

Bluetooth data record valuable information for tracking tourist
spatial-temporal behavior, including time stamp and signal
strength intensity (RSSI) of detection, and media access control
(MAC) address and class of device (COD) code of the detected de-
vice. As for sample sizes, the numbers of sensors and detected
devices, and detection duration in each related study are presented
in Table 3. Obviously, a small number of Bluetooth sensors (from 7
to 30) sufficed to detect a large number of individuals
(12,700e102,467). In addition, because the related studies mainly
focused on event-tourism activities, the sampling periods were
relatively short, all within a month.

Bluetooth technique has both superiorities and weakness in
tracking visitors’movements. Regarding superiorities, compared to
GPS, Bluetooth tracking is cost-effective and convenient, neither
hiring the participants to take along the loggers nor requiring
previous registration (Yoshimura et al., 2014). Moreover, Bluetooth
allows unannounced tracking, in which the tracked targets are
ignorant of being tracked (Versichele et al., 2014). Third, Bluetooth
can be used in crowed indoor scene (e.g., inside buildings) or in the
proximity of tall structures where GPS connectivity cannot be
guaranteed, which is superior to GPS. Considering weaknesses, a
Bluetooth proximity sensor just let us know the time-stamped
th data in tourism research.
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sequence of individual transitions between nodes rather than all
the movements of a device as GPS provided (Yoshimura et al.,
2014). Furthermore, the coverage of the study areas is limited due
to node radio ranges (Delafontaine et al., 2012). In addition, like
other device data, the use of Bluetooth data might lead to some
ethic problems concerning privacy losses, i.e., revealing the private
information of tourists without announcement and agreement
(Hardy et al., 2017).

To process the Bluetooth data, threemain stepswere involved in
the existing tourism studies: data collection, data cleaning and
pattern mining (in Fig. 11). In data collection, an appropriate type of
Bluetooth sensors is chosen in relation to the given detection range
(Versichele et al., 2012); the placing plan of the sensors is designed
to not only well balance efficiency and economy, but also strate-
gically cover the whole desired area. In data cleaning, the raw
Bluetooth data are processed by temporal and spatial filtering to
remove noise or correct mistakes, leaving the precise spatial-
temporal movements of visitors (Stange et al., 2011). In pattern
mining, the meaningful information, with respect to the tourist
spatial-temporal movements and tourist attractions, are explored
by using effective data mining methods, including association rule
learning (Versichele et al., 2014), visit pattern mapping (Versichele
et al., 2014) and sequence alignment (Delafontaine et al., 2012).

According to the existing literature, the application of Bluetooth
data to tourism research was insufficient, in terms of few related
studies and narrow research area. Since Bluetooth has two
distinctive superiorities, i.e., availability in crowed indoor scenes
and allowing unannounced tracking, Bluetooth data deserve a
further investigation in terms of expanding research area (such as
indoor tourism recommendation for travel routes and tourism
duration) and mining techniques (such as those for GPS data).

4.2.3. RFID data
The commercial use of RFIDs startedmore than 20 years ago and

have been proved to be useful in improving service operations such
as tracking movements, automation for labor replacement, cycle
time reduction, and personal security and safety (Ferrer, Dew, &
Apte, 2010; Roh, Kunnathur, & Tarafdar, 2009). Recently, RFIDs
have also shown benefits in perfecting tourism processes in hotels,
cruise ships, resorts and theme parks (Hozak, 2012).

The application of RFID data to tourism research have two fo-
cuses, data feasibility analysis and tourism recommendation. As for
data feasibility analysis, Hozak (2012) discussed the application of
RFID data in tourism. €Oztayşi, Baysan, and Akpinar (2009) investi-
gated the possibility of utilizing RFID in hospitality industry to
enhance service quality, customer satisfaction, market share and
profitability. Zeni, Kiyavitskaya, Barbera, Oztaysi, and Mich (2009)
proposed a lightweight framework to gather RFID data on the
places that tourists visit during an event. In addition, RFID reader
deployment strategy is also an important research issue in data
feasibility analysis. For instance, Tsai, Chang, and Kuo (2017) pro-
posed an ant colony based optimization for RFID reader deploy-
ment in theme parks. As for tourism recommendation, a variety of
recommendation systems have been designed. For instance, Wan
(2009) proposed a RFID and personalized recommendation based
tourism information system, in which RFID data were used for user
identification. Tsai and Chung (2012) provided a personalized route
recommendation service for theme parks using RFID information.
Deka et al. (2016) developed a system, inwhich RFID tags were used
to guide and to inform tourists about the given location and
surroundings.

The RFID system consists of two components, a reader and a tag.
The tag is also known as transponder, namely a combination of
transmitter and receiver for receiving a specific radio signal and
automatically transmitting a reply. In tourism research, the tags can
be attached to E-passports, public transport cards, Trento card,
mobile, luggage, hotel items, etc. (Lucia, 2013; Wan, 2009;
€Oztayşi et al., 2009). The reader is a transceiver, for querying the
sensor tags, collecting the information and taking a reaction. RFID
data appear two primary advantages in tracking tourists. First, RFID
data, especially those obtained from passive tags without a power
source, are cost-competitive compared to other device data such as
GPS, WIFI and Bluetooth data (Lucia, 2013). Second, the precision of
RFID data is at a rather high level, similar to GPS data (Lucia, 2013).

The analytic technologies for RFID data in tourism researchwere
mainly qualitative analysis, whereas quantitative data mining
technologies were far less used. The typical qualitative analysis
method, case study, has widely been applied to both the data
feasibility of RFID data in tourism research and tourism recom-
mendation (Deka et al., 2016; €Oztayşi et al., 2009; Wan, 2009).
Some data mining methods such as data cleaning, clustering and
route generation were used to investigate tourist behavior (Tsai &
Chung, 2012).

Unfortunately, the potential of RFID data in serving tourism
research has not been fully exploited yet. On the one hand, most of
existing studies have paid an attention to the data feasibility in
tourism research; however, other interesting issues, such as tourist
behavior and consumer preference based on RFID payment data in
hotels (€Oztayşi et al., 2009), also deserve investigation. On the other
hand, the dominant analytic methods for RFID data in tourism
research were qualitative analysis; in comparison, the helpful big
data mining approaches that have already been applied to other
device data (particularly GPS data, see Section 4.1-(2)) have not
been introduced.

4.2.4. WIFI data
WIFI can be considered as a vigorous alternative to Bluetooth in

tracking tourist movements. Although similar to Bluetooth in
allowing unannounced tracking, WIFI otherwise appears a far more
convenient and low-cost virtue (Bonn�e, Barzan, Quax, & Lamotte,
2013). First, unlike Bluetooth using a general application for older
generation smartphones, WIFI is enabled by default on modern
smartphones. Second, WIFI does not depend on a smartphone be-
ing set into a discoverable mode, nor require the smartphone to be
connected to a wireless network. As for disadvantages, WIFI data
are confronted with small-range coverage and privacy concerns,
similar to Bluetooth data.

The tourism research using WIFI data was much more insuffi-
cient than those with Bluetooth data, and there only existed two
related studies to the best of our knowledge. Bonn�e et al. (2013)
might be the first attempt to introduce WIFI tracking data into
tourism research, for capturing tourist behavior in a popular music
festival and a university campus. Chilipirea, Petre, Dobre, and van
Steen (2016) investigated the data cleaning techniques for the
WIFI data recorded by the WIFI scanners located in the city center
during a festival. In view of its distinctive merits, WIFI data have a
bright prospect for tourism research, especially for tourist behavior
in a tourism event (such as a concert, a museum visit and a sports
meeting), and hence tourism recommendation and emergency
management.

4.2.5. Meteorological data
Meteorological data are also a typical kind of big data in terms of

complexity and large-scale, in a structured, unstructured or hybrid
type. Meteorological data are collected by automatic weather sta-
tion sensors, and generally fall into fifteen categories according to
contents and attributes: upper air data, surface data, radiation data,
marine data, agricultural data, cryosphere data, chemistry and
physics data of atmosphere, hydro-meteorology data, solar-
terrestrial physics data, analytic data, meteorological disaster
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data, historical data, soil and vegetation data, radar data and sat-
ellite data (Guo, 2016). These data are in different formats: office
document, text, image, XML, HTML, audio and video. Therefore,
processing meteorological data in different categories and formats
is a challenging task.

According to the existing literature, such valuable big data,
nevertheless, had not an extensive application to the field of
tourism research yet, with two main focuses: effect estimation of
weather in tourism and tourism recommendation. Joo, Kang, and
Moon (2014) measured the effect of rain on the behavior of
theme-park visitors based on a two-stage decision-making process.
Using the dynamic heterogeneous panel data technique, Falk
(2010) analyzed the relationship between the number of over-
night stays and different measures of snow depth based on panel
data covering 28 Austrian ski resorts. Recently, Guo (2016) used
meteorological big data to calculate tourism indexes of tourism
industry and provide tourism recommendations to travelers, via
the Hadoop architecture and MapReduce algorithm.

However, the value of meteorological data might be under-
estimated, given that a satisfactory travel is high in relation to a fine
weather. For example, mining meteorological data will offer useful
insights into various tourism decisions, such as traveling plan
making and tourism product design. Moreover, investigating how
meteorological data influence short-term tourist decisions and
behaviors may be another interesting topic for further study.
5. Transaction data

Transaction data, another valuable type of big data for tourism
research, record tourism-related operations (or transaction, activ-
ities and event in tourismmarket), such as web searching, webpage
visiting, online booking & purchasing, etc. The corresponding
transaction data have already been employed to promote tourism
prediction, search engine optimization (SEO), tourism behavior
understanding and tourism marketing.
5.1. Web search data

Search engines are an emerging source of big data for tourism
research, allowing and recording the web searching operations for
tourism-related contents. In particular, tourists can seek travel in-
formation through a search engine, leaving searching traces on the
websites; in return, such traces are recorded and processed to form
a valuable type of big datadweb search data, directly reflecting
public attention toward a tourism item thereby helpfully under-
standing tourism market.
Table 4
Typical works on applications of web search data to tourism prediction.

Author(s) Search engine(s) Data frequency

Peng, Liu, Wang, and Gu (2017) Baidu Daily
Li et al. (2017) Baidu Monthly
Huang, Zhang, and Ding (2017a) Baidu Daily
Li et al. (2016) Baidu Daily
Rivera (2016) Google Weekly
Gunter and €Onder (2016) Google Monthly
Yang et al. (2015) Google & Baidu Monthly
Park, Lee, and Song (2017) Google Monthly
Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2015) Google Weekly
Pan, Chenguang Wu, and Song (2012) Google Weekly
Choi and Varian (2012) Google Monthly
Gawlik, Kabaria, and Kaur (2011) Google Monthly
Artola, Pinto, and de Pedraza García (2015) Google Monthly
5.1.1. Research focuses
According to the existing studies, web search data have

appeared an excellent performance in tourism research, especially
for capturing tourist online behavior and making the related de-
cisions (Li et al., 2016). In particular, tourism prediction was the top
hot issue by using web search data, as typical works listed in
Table 4.

From Table 4, three important findings can be easily obtained.
First, as for prediction targets, the existing tourism researches using
web search data focused on the most essential factor in tourism
marketdtourism demand, covering tourist volume, tourist flows
and hotel demand. The result indicates that because web search
data can effectively capture public attention toward tourism, thus,
they can be used as powerful predictors for tourism demand. Sec-
ond, given that the first work was published in 2011 (i.e., Gawlik
et al., 2011), using web search data in tourism prediction had a
relatively short history and remained at an early stage. The result
implies that there might be a considerable amount of room to
improve such a sunrise research and the analytic techniques. Third,
among search engines, Google and Baidu were the dominant ones,
with the correspondingweb search data of Google trends and Baidu
index, respectively. Interestingly, the latter was all applied to
China's tourismmarket, and the hidden reasons will be discussed in
the subsection of data characteristics.

In addition, web search data have also been proved useful in SEO
or search engine marketing (SEM)da promising measure for travel
and tourism (online) marketing. In particular, SEO and SEM aim to
help businesses and organizations to gain visibility on the search
engine result pages through paid or non-paid means, and have
become one of important strategic tools for promoting and adver-
tising tourism products (Pan et al., 2011). Web search data,
reflecting travelers’ searching behavior on the Internet, obviously
have a great relationship with SEO and SEM. Some existing studies
have discussed it in depth and proved that it is promising. For
example, Xiang& Pan (2011) identified the patterns in online travel
queries across tourist destinations, and offered insightful implica-
tions to SEM for tourist destinations. Pan et al. (2011) synthesized
the research on SEM in tourism and related fields, and presented a
model to describe the evolving dynamics in SEM.
5.1.2. Data characteristics
From Table 4, the Google trends and Baidu index were the most

popular web search data used in tourism research. In particular,
Google trends and Baidu index get the statistical big data by
sending website traffic data to analytics servers via a snippet
(tracking code) which is included on the website and activated
when a visitor views a page on somebody's website (Boswell, 2011,
p. 135). The Google trends and Baidu index have both similarities
Prediction target Region(s)

Tourist volume Jiuzhaigou, China
Tourist volume Beijing, China
Tourist volume The Forbidden City, China
Tourist volume Jiuzhaigou, China
Hotel demand Puerto Rico
Tourist volume Vienna, Austria
Tourist volume Hainan Province, China
Tourist inflows Japan to South Korea
Tourist volume US, Canada & UK to five recipient Caribbean countries
Hotel demand Charleston, US
Tourist volume Hong Kong
Tourist volume Hong Kong
Tourist inflows Spain



Table 5
Characteristic comparison of Google trends and Baidu index.

Characteristic Google trends Baidu index

Using area The whole world China only
Period 2004 to date PC index: 2006 to date;

Mobile index: 2011 to date
Frequency Monthly & weekly Weekly & Daily
Maximal number of terms searched at once 5 5
Search volume reported Relative volume Absolute volume
Method of term matching Partial match Partial match
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and differences in data characteristics (Vaughan & Chen, 2015), as
listed in Table 5.

Based on data characteristics (see Table 5), some interesting
findings for research focuses (Table 4) can be finely explained. As
for data frequency, because the Google trends and Baidu index are
generated at different frequencies, the corresponding tourism
predictions are different frequency dominant. In particular, all
existing tourism predictions with Google trends used monthly data
or weekly data, while those with Baidu index mainly focused on
daily data in 3 out of 5 articles. These results are in line with the
respective frequency features of the two data types. However, as
high-frequency data (especially daily data) are extremely sensitive
to various uncertain factors (such as weather and extreme events),
failing in reflecting tourists’ real behaviors. Thus, lower-frequency
data (such as quarterly data) are recommended for future research.

As for using areas, it is noticeable that Baidu indexwas limited to
China, while the Google trends was used worldwide. Therefore, in
the existing research for China's tourism prediction, Baidu index
was used broadly, whereas those for other regions preferred Google
trends. In particular, Google engine exited from themainland China
in 2010. Thus, although Google is the dominant search engine in the
world (taking up approximately 66.7% of global market share in
2013), it is not the case in China (only 2.1% of Chinese market share)
(Yang et al., 2015). In comparison, Baidu engine makes up the
largest proportion in China (69% in 2013), thus Baidu index might
be more suitable in the case of China's tourism prediction than
Google trends (Yang et al., 2015).

5.1.3. Analytic techniques
As for how to apply the valuable web search big data to tourism

prediction, two main steps are taken, i.e., keywords selection and
predictors introduction, as shown in Fig. 12.

In the first step, keywords are carefully selected to obtain the
Fig. 12. Process of using web searc
appropriate web search data x1,t, x2,t,…, xk,t from a search engine,
where xi,t denotes the web search data of the ith keyword at time t
and k is the total number of selected keywords. Keywords selection
is the core process in the tourism research using web search data,
and the results are highly dependent on the selection methods
(Peng et al., 2017). According to the related studies, three kinds of
keywords selection methods were popularly used in tourism
research: empirical (or experiential), territorial and technological
approaches.

Empirical approach (i.e., direct selection) determines keywords
simply based on the knowledge and experiences of researchers.
Accordingly, empirical method becomes the simplest way of key-
words selection, and has popularly been employed to retrieve the
web search data in tourism research. For instance, based on
empirical method, Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2015) directly
implemented the two keywords, i.e., ‘hotels’ and ‘flights’, to obtain
the corresponding Google trends as the predictors for the tourist
arrivals in Caribbean. Similarly, Pan et al. (2012) used empirical
method and choose five relevant Google trends to forecast the
demand for hotel rooms. Though simple and easy to operate, such a
subjectivemethod is prone to ignoring important keywords or even
selecting incorrect ones.

Territorial keywords selection is an extension of the empirical
one, first using empirical method to determine base keywords and
then adding other keywords pertinent to both the base and the
recommended ones (via the powerful recommendation function of
search engines), with the main aim of getting full-scale keywords.
In tourism research, Huang et al. (2017a) utilized territorial method
to seek Baidu index data for forecasting the tourism flows of the
Forbidden City in China, with the base keywords of ‘the Forbidden
City’, ‘the Palace Museum’, ‘the Forbidden City in Beijing’, ‘tickets of
the Forbidden City’, ‘the Palace Museum ticket price’, ‘the Palace
Museum picture’, etc. Obviously, territorial method can capture far
h data in tourism prediction.
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more keywords than empirical method; however, it might other-
wise suffer a large level of noises due to covering excessive key-
words and even unrelated ones.

Technological method sifts keywords from a large selection
scope based on the predictive ability, in terms of the correlations
with the predictive variables. For instance, Yang et al. (2015)
selected the keywords of Google trends and Baidu index, based
on Pearson correlation coefficient between each candidate web
search data and the predictive variable (i.e., China's tourist volume)
at different lags. Peng et al. (2017) combined Hurst exponent and
time difference correlation analysis to select keywords of Baidu
index for predicting the volume of tourism visitors in the Jiuzhai
Valley scenic area. Interestingly, finely coupling territorial approach
(for generating sufficient candidates) with technological method
(for sifting the most predictive keywords) might be a relatively
systematic method for selecting keywords of web search data.

As for how to introduce the web search data of the selected
keywords into forecasting models, most of tourism prediction re-
searches directly used the raw data, x1,t, x2,t,…, xk,t, as predictors
(e.g., Choi & Varian, 2012; Huang et al., 2017a; Pan et al., 2012).
However, some recent studies preferred index construction, i.e.,
combining them into one or a few composite index(s), it¼ f(x1,t,
x2,t,…, xk,t). For example, Li et al. (2017) employed generalized dy-
namic factor model and principal component analysis to construct
two indexes, respectively, in the prediction for China's tourism
demand. Focusing on China's tourist volume, Yang et al. (2015)
aggregated web search data into one index by using shift and
sum method. Park et al. (2017) further extended this method by
introducing mean square error and mean absolute error as criteria
to determine baseline regressionmodels instead of pre-determined
thresholds. When the keywords are excessive, index construction
method appears superiority in effectively avoiding collinearity in
regression over direction introduction method.

5.1.4. Challenges and future directions
Generally, using web search data in tourism prediction was still

at an early stage (just since 2011), and there existed a lot of room to
improve such a sunrise research, particularly from the perspectives
of research area expansion and analytic technique innovation. As
for research areas, such a valuable type of big data, web search data,
has focused on tourism prediction and SEO (or SEM). However, as
web search data can provide a better understanding for tourist
attention toward a tourism product or destination, they could also
helpfully serve other interesting tourism issues, e.g., tourism
product design, tourism precaution, etc. In the existing studies on
tourism prediction, tourist demand (covering tourist volume,
tourist flows and hotel demand) was concentrated on, while other
essential factors in tourism market, e.g., tourism revenue and
environmental carrying capacity, were neglected. However, an
exact prediction for these crucial factors is also extremely impor-
tant for managers to make various decisions in tourism industry.

Regarding analytic techniques, keywords selection is the most
crucial process to seek appropriate web search data, and most of
the existing researches relied on empirical and territorial methods.
However, empirical approach, selecting keywords subjectively and
directly, might ignore certain important ones or even select incor-
rect ones; territorial approachmight otherwise suffer a high level of
noises due to covering excessive keywords and uninfluential ones.
Therefore, finely coupling territorial approach (for generating suf-
ficient candidates) with technological methods (for sifting themost
powerful keywords) is strongly recommended as a relatively sys-
tematic method in tourism research for selecting web search data.
Furthermore, in technological method, besides correlation ana-
lyses, other relationship investigations can be also introduced to
find the most predictive web search data. Finally, when the
keywords (and thus the corresponding series of web search data)
are too many, index construction, i.e., combing them into one or a
few composite index(s), is strongly suggested to avoid collinearity
in regression, rather than introducing all of them as predictors
directly. The existing methods of index construction require in-
novations, particularly by carefully considering the linkage mech-
anism between web search data and prediction targets.
5.2. Misc. transaction data

In addition to web search data, other transaction data, related to
the operations of tourist webpage visiting, booking, purchasing, etc.
are also attractive for tourism researchers. However, these data
have been used far less in tourism research, because most of them
are in the control of tourism organizations (such as hotels, travel
agencies and attraction managers) and government sectors. The
available related researches are as follows.

C Webpage visiting data: webpage visiting (or browsing) data
can help understand the online browsing behavior of visitors,
e.g., how they find the website and how they interact with it,
thereby improving online marketing in terms of adjusting
the site's content and design. For example, based on
regression models, Plaza (2011) investigated how new visits
and return visits to tourism websites affect pages per visit,
and how direct visits, reference sites visits and search en-
gines visits affect returns visits.

C Online booking data: Important information about online
booking operations are recorded by hotel websites, and has
proved to be useful for both hotel managers and investors.
For example, based on a nested logit model, Saito, Takahashi,
and Tsuda (2016) analyzed the choice behavior of visitors by
using the online booking data of major four hotels near Kyoto
station, which were collected from a Japanese booking
website by National Institute of Informatics. Ghose, Ipeirotis,
and Li (2012) used a dataset of US hotel reservations (sales
price and volume) together with social media data to infer
the economic impact of various location and service char-
acteristics of hotels, via a random coefficient hybrid struc-
tural model.

C Consumer Cards data: Consumer cards data are captured
when tourists make purchases, and can help corporations to
study tourist purchasing behavior and design customized
products. For instance, Weaver (2008) explored consumer
cards data (including credit cards data, reward cards data and
payment cards data) to understand consumption related
behaviors and experiences within contained environments
(such as casinos and cruise ships). Sobolevsky et al. (2014)
demonstrated the applicability of bank card transactions in
analyzing tourist mobility patterns and identifying tourist
origins, based on a standard community detection approach.

C Attractions sales data: The ticket sales data of attractions can
improve destination management. For instance, Shih,
Nicholls, and Holecek (2009) estimated the influence of
daily weather variations on daily ski lift ticket sales at two
Michigan ski resorts, based on regression models.

C Highway traffic data: The highway traffic data can accurately
capture spatial features of the visitors in a self-driving tour.
For instance, based on the express highway data obtained
from Jiangsu Provincial Communication Department, Huang,
Cao, Jin, Yu, and Huang (2017b) measured the carbon emis-
sions of self-driving tourism and the spatial relationshipwith
scenic spots, via the network analysis and automatic classi-
fication modules of ArcGIS.
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C Hotel stays data: As an important transaction data, hotel stays
data are valuable for hospitality management. For instance,
Falk (2010) investigated the relationship between the num-
ber of overnight stays and the snow depth at 28 Austrian ski
resorts, via a panel data analysis.

C Hotel consumption data: Hotel chains provide an access to the
big data of individual hotels' monthly electricity and water
consumption. By analyzing the hotel electricity consumption
data, Kahn and Liu (2016) revealed inefficiency in hotel en-
ergy use.

According to the above existing studies, transaction data have
been introduced to tourism research, and appeared their respective
advantages. However, such informative big data failed to make a
great contribution in terms of few related articles. The hidden
reason might be that most transaction data are mainly in the
control of tourism organizations and government sectors, and are
difficult to obtain for privacy concerns. Under such a background, a
reciprocal cooperation between academia and industries becomes
a promising way to not only largely promote this newborn research
(i.e., using transaction data in tourism research) but also effectively
address practical problems in tourism industry in return.

6. Discussions

In the new age of big data, missive-scale big data in different
types have been employed to enrich and promote tourism research.
This paper might be the first attempt to present a comprehensive
literature review on full-type big data in tourism research. Given
that different big data types carry different information, address
different tourism issues and require different analytic techniques, a
systematical analysis is conducted for each data type from four
main perspectives: research focus, data characteristics, analytic
techniques, and major challenges and future directions. This survey
allows a thorough understanding of such a sunrise research, i.e.,
applying big data to tourism research, and provides insightful
perspectives into the future prospects.

6.1. Main findings

Generally speaking, the application of big data to tourism
research was still at an early stage, in terms of a short history (just
since 2007) and a small number of annual publications (30 at most).
However, such a sunrise research is undergoing a rapid growth
with a general upward trend in annual number of articles. Leading
journals with the most related articles are Tourism Management,
Journal of Travel Research, International Journal of Hospitality Man-
agement and Tourism Geographies.

A variety of big data have been applied to tourism research,
making amazing employments and innovations. These big data
originated from three primary sources: (1) users, producing UGC
data (such as online textual data and online photo data); (2) de-
vices, for device data (such as GPS data, mobile roaming data,
Bluetooth data, RFID data, WIFI data and meteorological data); (3)
operations, for transaction data (such as web search data, online
booking data, webpage visiting data etc.).

Carrying different information, a different data type addresses
different tourism issues (i.e., research focuses). Among them, UGC
data were the dominant type in tourism research (accounting for
approximately 47%), which have greatly served tourist sentiment
analysis, tourist behavior analysis, tourism marketing and tourism
recommendation. The device data (36%) were still at a starting
application stage to tourism research, but has appeared a signifi-
cant superiority in investigating tourist spatial-temporal behavior.
In contrast, the tourism research using transaction data was
relatively few (17%). The main reason lies in the difficulty in
accessing such private data which are mainly in the control of
tourism organizations or government sectors.

For each big data type, an in-depth systematical review is con-
ducted (see Sections 3e5), from the perspectives of research fo-
cuses, data characteristics and analytic techniques, along with
major challenges and further directions. Through such a thorough
analysis, we found that each type of data has its own advantages
and disadvantages, and it is, therefore, applicable to specific
tourism research fields. Accordingly, a comparative analysis across
different types of big data in tourism research is conducted, as the
results listed in Table 6.

On the one hand, the research focuses of different types of big
data were highly dependent on the data characteristics (especially
advantages). For example, online textual data (conveying tourist
sentiment) was helpful in analyzing tourist satisfaction about
tourism products or destinations. Web search data (directly
reflecting public attention toward tourism markets, corresponding
to potential demands) have improved tourism demand prediction
and online marketing. As weather is an important factor in tourism,
meteorological data (recording weather factors) have been
employed to estimate the effects of weather on tourism, and to give
the related tourism recommendations. Transaction data, especially
those recording tourists’ online operations, have mainly been
applied to online tourism marketing.

It is worth noticing that although some types of big data have
been used in the same issue, each of them has its own distinctive
analysis perspectives. For example, online photo data (covering
geo-information) and various device data were all specialized in
modelling tourist spatial-temporal behavior (see Table 6). However,
they behaved differently in tourism research due to their different
data characteristics. For example, online photo data and mobile
roaming data were only applicable to the macro level due to the
accuracy limitation; in comparison, other tracking data with higher
precision (such as GPS data, RFID data, Bluetooth data and WIFI
data) can be used tomodel the tourist movement at the micro level.

On the other hand, regarding disadvantages, the use of big data
in tourism research was still confronted with some tricky chal-
lenges concerning data quality, data cost and privacy concerns, as
follows.

C Data quality: Although sufficient in data volume, the big data
in tourism research are usually suppressed by quality prob-
lems. For example, reliability concerns of online textual data
cannot be avoided as some visitors might somehow give fake
reviews (Schuckert et al., 2015b). The location information of
photo data and mobile roaming data is at a lower level of
accuracy than that of GPS data. Web search data of Google
trends might be biased due to data sampling and approxi-
mation methods (Pan et al., 2012).

C Data cost: The cost of data collection became another block to
the tourism researchwith big data, especially for device data.
To obtain the device data, a high cost has to be spent not only
for purchasing sensor devices (e.g., GPS loggers and Blue-
tooth sensors) but also for recruiting volunteers. Moreover,
the tracking range are often restricted due to fund scarcity. In
contrast, at a respectively low cost, UGC data and web search
data have accounted for approximately 58% of the applica-
tion of big data in tourism research.

C Privacy concerns: Privacy concerns severely hamper tourism
stakeholders (e.g., tourists, online travel agencies, hotels,
government sectors and attraction organizations) to share
their private data. Actually, privacy concerns are a common
challenge in the age of big data, in which the sensitive in-
formation concerning customer movements and trade secret



Table 6
Comparison among different types of big data in tourism research.

Data
source

Data type Research focuses Advantages Disadvantages

Users Online textual data Tourist sentiment analysis;
Tourism recommendation

Low cost;
Conveying tourist sentiment

Reliability concerns

Online photo data Tourist behavior analysis;
Tourism marketing;
Tourism recommendation

Low cost;
Containing multi-metadata

Low precision of location;

Devices GPS data Data feasibility in tourism;
Tourist spatial-temporal behavior
analysis;
Tourism recommendation

Global;
High precision

High cost;
Privacy concerns

Mobile roaming data Availability in less visited places;
Allowing tracking tourist origins

Privacy concerns;
Low precision of location

Bluetooth data Availability in crowed indoor scenes;
Allowing unannounced tracking

Small-range coverage;
Privacy concerns

RFID data Low cost;
High precision;
Availability in crowed indoor scenes

Small coverage range;
Privacy concerns

WIFI data Availability in crowed indoor scenes;
Allowing unannounced tracking

Small coverage range;
Privacy concerns

Meteorological data Effect estimation of weather on tourism;
Tourism recommendation

Containing weather factors Difficulty in processing multi-format
data

Operations Web search data Tourism demand prediction;
Search engine optimization

Low cost;
Reflecting public attention

Possible estimation biases

Other transaction
data

Tourist behavior analysis;
Tourism marketing

Recording tourists' operations in tourism
markets

Privacy concerns
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are well kept secret. For instance, the use of most device data
(including mobile roaming data, Bluetooth data, RFID data,
WIFI data) is prevented due to privacy concerns from
revealing tourist movements. Transaction data (such as
consumer cards data), which reveal trading secret of tourists,
are also difficult to obtain.

To effectively overcome the above challenges regarding data
availability, a reciprocal cooperation between academia and in-
dustries becomes an extremely promising way. This method will
not only largely guarantee data availability and reduce data cost of
the tourism research using big data, but also effectively address
practical problems in the tourism industry in return. Furthermore,
signing confidentiality agreements and/or excluding sensitive in-
formation might be another practical way to solve the tough
problem of privacy concerns.
6.2. Future directions

Even with amazing improvements and innovations, there still
existed ample room to develop the tourism research using big data,
especially from the perspectives of expanding research area and
developing analytic techniques.

First, some other valuable big data and interesting tourism is-
sues can be also considered to enrich the tourism research using big
data. Among big data, device data (except for GPS data) and
transaction data had made a relatively small contribution to
tourism research, mainly due to the tricky challenges of high cost
and privacy concerns (as discussed previously). Therefore, the
application of these big data to tourism research can be largely
improved by strengthening the corporation between researchers
and tourism industries. Other even more valuable types of big data,
such as audio data, video data, cross-domain data, multi-type data,
etc., have not been introduced to tourism research yet. However,
these big data contain a rich mine of distinctive information, and
can also be utilized to provide new perspectives of understanding
tourist behavior, tourism management and tourist market. For
example, with the boom in smart tourism, most scenic spots have
been equipped with monitoring systems, which can generate a
large volume of video data. These interesting data directly record
tourist behavior thereby helpfully serving the corresponding
tourism management. In addition to the big data in tourism, pe-
ripheral data or cross-domain data such as health, insurance and
education data are also valuable for tourism research, because
these external factors may influence tourist preference signifi-
cantly. The majority of existing related studies focused on a single
type of big data; however, it might be somewhat insufficient to
capture characteristics of the complex tourism system. Therefore,
multi-type data is strongly recommended to reveal other potential
interesting results for tourism research.

Hot issues using big data in tourism research were tourism
demand prediction, tourist sentiment analysis, tourist behavior
analysis and tourism recommendation. However, some other
important issues, such as tourism precaution, tourism online
marketing, scene spots programing, tourism product design and
tourism carrying capacity estimation, can be also well addressed by
using the valuable big data. In particular, tourism precaution and
tourism emergency deserve a deep and extensive research. For
example, various extreme events, including natural disasters (e.g.,
the earthquake in Jiuzhaigou Valley of China in August, 2017),
public health emergencies (e.g., SARS in China in 2003) and political
events (e.g., the deployment of terminal high altitude area defense
(THAAD) system in Korea in 2016), have not only largely impacted
the tourism markets, but also highlighted the importance of
response policies. Therefore, the related big data, i.e., online news
and online opinions regarding these extreme events, are quite
useful for tourism precaution and tourism emergency. Moreover,
other than these traditional aspects of tourism research, online
marketing and data driven marketing using more intelligent ap-
proaches are really interesting and with practical implications.

Regarding analytic techniques, given that big data are
commonly in a massive-scale, unconstructed (or semi-structured)
and complex form, an appropriate analytic technique is essential
for guaranteeing the effectivity and validity of tourism research
with big data. However, in such a newborn research, traditional
methods (e.g., statistical analysis and econometric models) still
made up a considerable proportions of big data analysis techniques.
Therefore, powerful techniques particularly for big data are
strongly recommended in the future research to diversify the
existing methods. Promising examples are trajectory indexing,
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retrieval and outlier detection for device data (Zheng, 2015), speech
analysis for audio data, video content analysis (including server-
based and edge-based architectures) for video data (Gandomi &
Haider, 2015), and hybrid techniques for multi-type and/or multi-
characteristic data (Tang, Yu, Liu, & Xu, 2013). Moreover,
advanced analytical method such as machine learning and deep
learning integrated with large-scale data are really promising for
tourism research.
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